
THE 
EGGSPERIMENT



Introduction

Welcome to my eggsperiment. The purpose of 
my experiment is to figure out which liquid will 
disintegrate a brown and white eggs’ shell the 
fastest and the most. The eggs will be in the 
filled mason jars for 1 month.  Egg shells are 
similar to tooth enamel so I would like to find 
out which liquid would do the most harm to 
the egg shell to see what it does to tooth 
enamel.



Research
What happens to the anatomy of a whole uncooked egg that is submerged in a 

sealed jar in ten different types of liquids?

Egg shell: The things that I learned about the egg shell on this website are that 
there are 8 parts of an egg. The shell part has as many as 17,000 tiny pores.The 

egg shell is made almost entirely of calcium carbonate crystals. The shell also has 
a thin outermost coating called the bloom or cuticle that helps keep out bacteria 

and dust.

Inner and Outer membrane: The things that I learned about the inner and outer 
membrane on this website are they are lying between the eggshell and egg and 

egg white. The inner and outer membrane are transparent protein membranes that 
provide efficient defence against bacteria. If you pull on the layers you will find 

them strong. They are made partly of keratin, a protein that’s also in human hair.

Air cell: The things that I learned about the air cell in this website are that an air 
space forms the contents of the egg cool and contrasts after the egg is laid. The air 
cell usually rests between the outer and inner membranes at the egg’s larger end 
and it accounts for the crater you often see at the end of a hard-cooked egg. The 

air cell grows longer as an egg ages.



Research Pt. 2
Albumen: The things that I learned about the albumen in this website are that 
egg white is known as the albumen, which comes from albus, the Latin word for 
“white.” Four alternating layers of thick and thin albumen contains 
approximately 40 different proteins, the main components of the egg white in 
addition to water.

Chalazae: The things that I learned about the chalazae in this website are 
opaque ropes of egg white,the chalazae holds the yolk in the center of the egg. 
Like little anchors, they attach the yolk’s casing to the membrane lining the egg 
shell. The more prominent they are, the fresher they are.

Vitelline membrane: The clear casing that encloses the yolk.
Yolk: The yolk contains less water and more protein than the white, some fat, 
and most of the vitamins and minerals of the egg. These include iron, vitamin D, 
vitamin A, phosphorus, calcium, thiamine and riboflavin. The yolk is also a source 
of lecithin, and an effective emulsifier. Yolk color ranges form just a hint of 
yellow to a magnificent deep orange, according to the feed and breed of the 
hen.

I think the coffee will do the most damage to the egg. Why I think this is 
because tooth decay is caused by coffee so it might break down the egg badly.

Tooth Decay
Coffee: “Like any drink that isn’t water, coffee can cause bacteria to grow in 
your mouth. This can lead to tooth and enamel erosion. This can cause your 
teeth to become thin and brittle.”

Orange juice: “When orange juice interferes with plaque in your mouth, it also 
lowers the pH level of the plaque. Once the plaque’s pH reaches 5.5 or lower, it 
becomes acidic and attacks your teeth.



● 10 mason jars (16 oz)
● Bleach                         
● Coffee 
● Water
● Orange Juice
● powerade
● Laundry detergent
● Milk
● Coca Cola
● Vegetable Oil
● Raspberry vinaigrette
● 10 eggs
● PH strips
● Scale
● Phone camera
● Pencil and paper with a 

clipboard
● Sifter

            Materials
Controlled: How big the 
mason jars are, how many 
mason jars, the temperature 
of the room, the amount of 
the liquid put in.

Changing-The color, the 
weight and the size of the 
eggs

            Variables



Procedure
1. Get 10 brown eggs and 10 white eggs.
2. Gather 10 different liquids. The liquids are: water, milk, 

vegetable oil, coffee, orange juice, coke, raspberry 
vinaigrette, powerade, laundry detergent and bleach.

3. Fill each mason jar with a different liquid.
4. Fill the 16 oz mason jars to 1 ½ or 400 ML or 12 oz.
5. Put the eggs in and the lid on.
6.  Wait 1 month and take pictures every 1 or 2 days. 
7.  Pour eggs and liquid through a sifter.
8.  Observe eggs and put the white and brown eggs from 

each mason jar into 10 separate plastic baggies.
9.  Weigh the eggs. 

10.  Check the Ph level of each liquid.
11. Record all observations and measurements.



Evidence



   Graphs



Measurements
     Liquid    Weight PH Level
Normal Egg About 120 grams N/A

Water 129 grams 7

Powerade 147.7 grams 3

Coffee 129 grams 5

Bleach 128.3 grams 12

Orange
Juice

167.8 grams 3.5

Coca Cola 118 grams 2.5

Vegetable
Oil

116.7 grams 8

Raspberry
Vinaigrette

152.1 grams 5.5

Milk 141.1 grams 6

Laundry
Detergent

123.3 grams 8



Observations
O.J: Made the shell comes off and made the eggs look like jelly and were  
squishy.

When I squeezed the egg and it popped I saw the yolk inside. I can not tell  
which egg is the brown and the white. The egg that is not popped is  
translucent and I can see the yolk but barely.

R. Ving: Made the brown egg shell fall off and a little shell came off of the  
white egg.

I can tell which one is the brown egg and which is the white.The brown egg  
cannot be seen through and the white egg still has egg shell on it.I can’t see  
the yolk inside the eggs.

Milk: The shell did not come off but they were squishy.

I can tell the white and the brown eggs are. I can see the curdles on the eggs  
from the spoiled milk. I can not see inside the eggs because some parts of the  
eggs are white. They both still have the shell on them.

Bleach: Made some of the shell come off of the brown egg and made it squishy.

I can tell the eggs difference clearly because the brown egg is cracked with  
its color and the white egg is not cracked with its color. I can see little  
spots on the egg from the bleach.



Observations Pt. 2
Coffee:Both eggs are cracked. They are really dark brown.

Both of the eggs have a crack down the middle one of the eggs have black yolk  
leaking out of it. Both of the eggs have black spots all over them.

Powerade:The powerade made the eggs fragile and made the brown egg loose  
color. The eggs had yellow clumpy things on the inside of its shell.

Veg oil:The white egg has mold on it.

Both of the eggs are intact with no cracks on them. I can tell which is the  
brown a which is the white.The white egg has spots with on it.

Coke: Turned black with black spots all over it.

The eggs have no cracks. I cannot tell which egg is black or white. The eggs  
reflect light off of it but not shiny. One of the egg if lighter than the  
other.

Laundry detergent:The eggs have no cracks.

The eggs have green spots over the egg. I can tell which one is brown and  
which one is white. The eggs are more slippery than normal eggs.

Water: The eggs have no cracks.

The eggs have nothing done to them. The water preserved the eggs. I can tell  
which is the brown egg and which is the white egg. The water did not add any  
color or take away any color away.



Data Analysis

The data shows that the more acidic liquids made the eggs 
heavier, the only outlier being the Coca Cola. The more 

neutral and basic the liquids the less the weight changed. For 
example the orange juice egg had a weight of 167.8 grams with 
a PH of 3.5 while a normal egg has the weight of 116.9 grams. 

But the vegetable oil egg had a weight of 116.7 grams and a PH 
of 3. As you can see, the more acidic, the heavier the eggs got, 
and the more neutral and basic the liquid the less the weight 

changed from a normal egg.



Conclusion
After completing my eggsperiment, I found my hypothesis 

was wrong. I thought that coffee would do the most damage, 
but orange juice ended up doing more damage. I choose 

coffee because I researched that it results in tooth decay. But 
the orange juice was more acidic and it dissolves the eggshell 

and left only the membrane and the yolk inside. The water 
didn’t do much because it is neutral on the PH scale so it 

isn’t acidic or basic. 2 things I would change about my 
experiment are to change the temperature the eggs would sit 
in or try different liquids for the eggs to sit in or put them in 

for a shorter time.



Abstract

I did my experiment because I was trying to figure out which 
liquid would do the most damage to the brown and white egg. I 
was doing this because I wanted to find out which liquid is the 
worst for your teeth enamel. I used eggs because the egg’s shell 
is similar to tooth enamel. The liquids I used were water, milk, 
vegetable oil, coffee, orange juice, coke, raspberry vinaigrette, 
powerade, laundry detergent and bleach. The water did the 
least damage to the egg but the orange juice did the most 
damage to the egg. The water preserved the egg but on the 
other hand the orange juice took the eggs shell off and made 
the egg squishy because water is not that acidic but orange 
juice is. Some questions that I had were what would happen if I 
did not seal the jars. The experiment would be a lot different if 
I used different liquids and different times.
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